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Abstract:

This paper describes the results of a longer-term research project that looked at
CAAD as an enabler of completely new collaborative processes rather than as
a support for existing collaborative processes. In order to question existing
design processes and invent new collaborative processes systematically, we
applied a process modeling methodology that employed recent developments
in coordination theory. The methodology contained four steps: (1)
Decomposition, (2) Dependency Analysis, (3) Process Substitution, and (4)
Recomposition. In this paper, we describe how this approach was used to
redesign a sample collaborative design process in building design, and present
the resulting process coordination model. We describe the implications of this
model for the development of collaborative environments, and illustrate its
practical application in a case study. We conclude by reiterating the
contributions made.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the popularization of the Internet and the World Wide Web, we observe a
shift of interest in the use of computers in architectural design (CAAD): from a
stand-alone machine to support individual design to a networked device for
coordinating distributed design activities [Schmitt 1996, Junge 1997, Jeng and
Eastman 1997]. Recent research efforts in collaborative design have focused on
solving technical problems of collaborative design, such as drawing exchange
standards, product models and application sharing, and on the support of teaching
design collaboration among designers within the same domain, such as in "virtual
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design studios" [Wojtowicz 1994, Kolarevic et al. 1997]. In most of these examples,
CAAD has been applied to facilitate and improve existing collaborative processes.
This paper describes the results of a three year long research project (1995-98)
that took a slightly different approach. Our research focused on inter-domain design
collaboration, among architectural designers, mechanical, structural and electrical
engineers, manufacturers, owners and local authorities, and aimed at questioning and
redesigning the existing collaborative processes among these participants by the use
of web-based CAAD technologies. Thus, what distinguishes our approach from
other research initiatives is our perspective. We looked at CAAD as an enabler of
completely new collaborative processes (which in turn may drive the development
of appropriate CAAD systems), instead of as a support for existing collaborative
processes.
In order to question existing design processes and invent new collaborative
processes systematically that use web-based CAAD systems, we applied a process
modeling methodology that employed recent developments in coordination theory
[Malone and Crowston 1994]. In this paper, we describe how this approach was used
to redesign a sample collaborative design process in building design, and present the
resulting process coordination model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
describe the process handbook methodology and coordination theory which form the
basis for our research. Section 3 then presents the coordination model for a sample
building design process. Next, in section 4, we describe in detail the implications of
this model for redesigning collaborative design process and for the development of
collaborative environments. We use the design of a window as a microcosm. Finally,
we reiterate the contributions made.

2.

PROCESS HANDBOOK METHODOLOGY

We started our investigation by looking at other industries, including examples
from the aerospace, automobile and professional service industries, and studied how
advanced firms in these industries deploy information systems to support distributed
design and problem-solving efforts. In all examples we studied, a similar pattern
emerged; the improvements did not come simply from the computerization of
existing "production" activities, but from a fundamental change in and redesign of
the "coordination" activities: what is in-between activities, and how activities
performed by different participants were coordinated.
We then contrasted this with the way information technology has been applied to
building design so far. In the building industry, information systems have been
mostly used to automate existing processes: information technology is applied in
design firms to expedite the existing drafting processes, and document production
processes. In contrast, the examples in the other industries have used 105 to invent
new processes, which in turn led to the development of appropriate technologies. In
the examples we studied, information technology was an enabler of new
organizational processes, which in turn were drivers of new technology.
From this comparison, it became clear that in order to leverage the potential of
Internet-based technologies, it would be necessary to challenge and fundamentally
rethink existing processes in building design, in parallel with considering the
potential of enabling information systems.
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Approach

To challenge and redesign the existing processes in building design
systematically, we used and adapted the process handbook methodology [Malone et.
al. 1993], a methodology currently under development at the Center of Coordination
Sciences, MIT Sloan School of Management.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the proposed coordination approach to process
redesign.

Simply put, the proposed approach contained the following steps: (1) decompose
the complex organizational processes into manageable subprocesses, (2) investigate
the interorganizational dependencies among those subprocesses, (3) replace the
existing coordination processes (which are used to manage these dependencies) with
alternative coordination mechanisms that use 105, and (4) recompose the processes
into a new design organization.
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Figure 1 illustrates the approach schematically. At the top is the complex design
organization composed of multiple processes performed by different autonomous
participants. The first decomposition (in the middle) disentangles this web of
connections into phases and participants, and a further decomposition (bottom)
makes explicit the dependencies between the interorganizational processes and the
coordination mechanisms --the "glue" that binds together the processes at the
molecular level.
Based on this explicit process model, alternative coordination mechanisms that
use new information systems could be deployed to replace the existing ones. The
recomposition of the new processes (the arrows pointing upwards) resulted in a new
design organization.
This approach involved interpretations of, and generalizations from, field
interview data. In order to provide a more rigorous framework, while maintaining
closeness to practice, it was therefore important to use an appropriate process
modeling language. In the following, we describe the process representation and
taxonomy we have used in more detail.

2.2

Data Modeling

Recent trends in organizational studies and management, including total quality
management (TQM), and Business Process Reengineering (BPR) have stressed the
importance of a process view of organizations. As a consequence, several process
modeling tools have become available. For this research, we reviewed several
modeling methodologies for their compatibility with our purposes, including methodologies originating from academic research, business process modeling and database design. These included Yourdan's dataflow diagrams [Yourdan 1989], the Process Handbook [Malone et al. 1993], IDEFo [DeWitte et al. 1997], Martin's OOAD
[Martin 1992], Chen's ER model [Chen 1976], and Booch's OOD [Booch 1994].
We selected the process handbook methodology (PH), developed at the Center
for Coordination Sciences (CCS) at MIT [Malone et al. 1993], as the most
appropriate modeling tool. The advantage of the PH methodology derives from its
two key concepts of "dependency analysis" and "specialization", which are
explained in more detail below.
Essentially, the process handbook supports not only the modeling of the core
activites of an organization, as other modeling tools do, but offers an orthogonal
view of the processes, i.e., a view of the "processes between the processes". In other
words, it provides a representational logic for analyzing the dependencies between
processes, and for finding alternative coordination mechanisms for managing them.
Since our focus was on inter-organizational processes and on the potential
implications of new coordination technologies, the process handbook methodology
was most appropriate.
The process handbook methodology is based on coordination theory [Malone
and Crowston 1994], which is defined as "a body of principles about how the
activities of separate actors can be coordinated". Coordination then is defined as
"managing dependencies". Based on this theory, the process handbook offers a
language for (1) modeling organizational processes in activity hierarchies comprised
of decompositions and specializations, and (2) categorizing the dependencies among
these activities, and evaluating the coordination mechanisms required to manage
these dependencies.
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2.3

Decomposition and Specialization

In the process handbook methodology, processes are modeled using activity
hierarchies. Activities are broken down into decompositions and specializations.
Decomposition breaks an activity into its smaller components (subactivities), while
specializations consists of the various ways in which the activity can be
accomplished.
Using the concept of specialization, the processes are arranged in a hierarchical
network with very generic processes at the top and increasingly specialized
processes at lower levels. Specialized activities inherit the properties of the (more
generic) parent activity.

Figure 2. The three basic types of dependency: Flow, Share, and Fit

2.4

Dependency Analysis

Once an activity hierarchy is established, the dependencies between the activities
can be analyzed. According to coordination theory [Malone et al. 1993], there are
three basic dependency types: flow, share and fit. These three dependency types
denote the relationship between two or more activities with respect to a resource:
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•

A flow dependency arises when a first activity produces a resource that is used
(flows to) by a second activity. This type of dependency occurs almost all the
time and is the focus of existing process mapping techniques (such as flow
charts).
• A sharing dependency arises when multiple activities use (share) the same
resource. For example, a particular machine that is used by different actors for
different activities must be shared. Typical resources that need to be shared
include time, money, space, machines and the manager's attention.
• Finally, a fit dependency occurs when multiple activities concurrently produce a
single resource. A typical example is concurrent design in which several
designers and engineers work together on the same design. Their activities must
fit together in order to produce a good design.
Dependencies are managed by coordination processes.

2.5

Process Taxonomy

In order to ensure a certain degree of generality, and make certain that the
proposed data model is shareable, a certain rigor was necessary in naming the
processes. The process handbook offers a taxonomy for classifying activities in a
specialization tree, which proved to be a useful point of departure.

Figure 3. Logic of the top-level activities
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The top level of the specialization tree consists of seven verbs: "create,"
"modify," "destroy," "preserve," "separate," "combine" and "manage." These seven
activities are the first specialization of the root verb "act." They derive logically
from the basic possibilities or effects a verb can have in relationship to a resource or
another verb. "Create," "modify," "preserve," "destroy," "separate," and "combine"
act on a resource, while the verb "manage" acts "perpendicularly" on the other
activities, in the sense that it manages their dependencies. These seven top-level
activities provide a framework for classifying all other existing organizational
processes. Any organizational process can be modeled as a specialization of one of
these seven basic verbs.

Figure 4. Design as a Specialization of "Create"

The logic of the relationship between verbs and resources, which forms the
rationale for the classification, is the following. "Create" contains the specialization
of verbs that transform a non-resource (0) into a resource (A). "Modify" contains the
verbs that transform a resource A into resource A'. "Preserve" contains the
specialization of verbs that keep a resource (A) as it is. The specializations of
"Destroy" transform a resource (A) into a non resource (0). "Separate" contains the
verbs that transform two or more combined resources (AB) into separated resources
(A) and (B), "Combine" contains the activities that put two or more previously
separated resources (A) and (B) together (AB). Finally, "manage" contains the verbs
that manage the dependencies between the activities.
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Design, for example, by its very nature a creative process, is a specialization of
"create information." Similar to other activities under the same specialization branch
"create information," design reduces entropy or randomness of information.
Drawing from a definition by Bakos and Pollalis [1987], design is an activity to
"impose meaningful order."
This taxonomy and classification scheme gives process analysis a point of
reference and a common denominator, which make it possible to share the process
model with participants in the building industry, and learn from the best practices in
other fields.

3.

COORDINATION MODEL

In this section, we describe how the process handbook methodology outlined
above was used to analyze the inter-organizational dependencies in distributed
design organizations and develop a coordination model. Our coordination model was
organized according to the three-stage model of design described by [Pollalis 1994]:
concept design, final design and production design. Here we present only a fraction
of the coordination model we have developed. We document the major
dependencies in the concept design phase, a sample dependency, and the perceived
alternative coordination processes. The complete model is described in [Huang
1997]

3.1

Dependencies in Concept Design

Figure 6 shows a map of the dependencies that arise between the activities
performed by the individual organizations during concept design. The core activities
are aligned vertically within the box of the corresponding organization that performs
the activity. For example the owner organization to the very left performs the
activities identify needs, assemble design team (architect), assemble design team
(engineer), select site, approve program, select financing, and approve concept. The
lines and circles indicate the existence of a dependency between two or more
processes.
We identified seven generic types of interorganizational dependencies which
occur during concept design. Dependencies arise: (A) between assemble team/sell
service, (B) between identify needs/define requirements, (C) between select
site/provide land, (D) between select site/define requirements/complete survey and
approve program, (E) between select financing and provide financing, (F) between
select financing/develop concept/study financial feasibility/study technical
feasibility and approve concept, and (G) between obtain approvals and approve
concept.
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Figure 5. Inter-organizational dependencies between processes performed during concept
design

Each of these dependencies can be managed differently. In the following, we
will describe the sample dependency "A" and the alternative coordination
mechanisms used to manage the dependency.

3.2

Dependency "A ": Assemble Design Team/Sell Service

At the beginning of concept design, the number of organizations that might be
involved in the project is almost unlimited. Any design and engineering organization
with the appropriate knowledge and available resources may choose to participate in
a particular project, and sell its services to do so. Type A dependency exists between
these sell service processes performed by the candidate firms and the assemble
design team process performed by the owner.
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The dependency between the owner's assemble design team process, and the
designer's sell service, is a flow/share dependency. The resource, an assignment or
contract for a particular project, flows from the owner's activities to the architect's
activities. This dependency must be managed in order to ensure that the right
contract is awarded to the right organization. Because many candidate organizations
apply for the same assignment, there is also a share dependency among the sell
service activities performed by them: resources (the job to be done, and, in
particular, the compensation for the service) are limited and must be shared by the
appropriate organizations.

Figure 6. The dependency between the owner's selection and the architect's sell service
process

This flow/share dependency has the following characteristics. The knowledge
exchanged is of tacit nature. Consider, for example, the design of a new corporate
headquarters for a high technology firm. Typically, the owner organization is not in
a position to state explicitly its precise needs in advance. This is not surprising as, in
reality, part of the design process is finding and formulating the building needs of
the owner organization. On the other hand, it is difficult for the architectural
organization to show ex ante (before the contract) what kind of design it will
develop. The architect organization must therefore be able to show its tacit
knowledge of designing (its competencies, abilities, and values) through explicit
documentation of previous work, appropriate subcontracting of competent
specialists to complement the team, and references and recommendations from past
customers. Further, it must quickly articulate the intended approach to the particular
project in question through sketches, proposals, and oral presentation.
Typical coordination mechanisms to manage this flow/share dependency
between team selection and sell service include: manage by competition, manage by
prequalification (short-listing), manage by direct assignment based on prior
experience and reference, and manage by using an in-house architect. Alternative
coordination mechanisms to manage this flow/share dependency that use shared
information systems include: manage using knowledge network, manage by posting
on a bulletin board, manage by on-line broker, manage by a bargain finder agent.
By modeling the dependencies that exist and capturing alternative coordination
mechanisms to manage them in a systematic "process handbook", it is then possible
to redesign complete design processes by replacing existing coordination processes
with alternative ones that are appropriate for a given context.
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4.

PROCESS REDESIGN: AN EXAMPLE

In this section, we will show, in a concrete example, how the proposed
coordination model was used to redesign existing processes in design systematically.
The process we have selected as an example is window design, a microcosm of the
larger design process in which a significant portion of the complexity of a typical
cooperative design effort is already represented. The process involves the
participation of several autonomous design organizations, whose efforts need to be
coordinated in order for a meaningful design to emerge.

4.1

Existing Process of Window Design

Let us first consider the process of designing a window in detail. Who is
involved? What are the typical processes each participating organization performs?
What are the dependencies and typical coordination processes?
The participants in the process of window design are the architect, the engineer,
the general contractor, the subcontractor and the manufacturer. Together they form
the core design organization, with each participant contributing its specific
knowledge to the process. Figure 7. depicts the window design organization as a
nexus of distributed design knowledge.

Figure 7. The window design organization as a nexus of distributed knowledge

Manufacturers and subcontractors contribute their expertise concerning materials
and installation. The architect organization contributes its knowledge of the overall
design intent. The general contractor organization contributes its knowledge of
constructibility and of the interface between the trades, and the structural engineer
organization contributes its knowledge of the structural system.

4.2

Problems of the Existing Process

The existing process of designing a window is considered very inefficient by
almost all participants we have interviewed. It is inefficient in terms of time, costs
and quality. The typical duration of the process described above ranges from 6 – 8
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weeks. Of these 6 - 8 weeks, however, only a fraction is effectively spent on advancing the design. Most of the time, the design documents, which form the basis for
the advancement of design, are in transition from one process to another, "inbetween the processes." They are at the copy institution, in the post-office, in the
transportation truck and plane, or sitting in the backlog of a participant, waiting to be
processed. According to one of the participants, all of the design work could be done
in less than three days, instead of the 6-8 weeks, if all participants were collocated in
one place.
The process is also relatively costly for what it actually achieves. The direct
labor costs (actual man-hours spent) aside, there are the costs of reproducing and of
materials utilized. Consider the costs of photo-copying the shopdrawings. Each
shopdrawing is photo-copied an average of thirty to forty times during the
shopdrawing process. For each minor revision, the appropriate shopdrawing needed
to be copied five to six times, in order to be distributed to all participants.
More importantly, however, there are design quality issues. Because of the
inefficient nature of the process, the designer is far removed from the actual window
makers. This alienation makes the designer increasingly lose control of the
manufactured product, which, in the end, impacts on the quality of the window, and
leads to a deterioration of design quality. The process, as it is set up today, does not
foster an effective use of manufacturer knowledge. Design suggestions have to
travel too far a way, through pre-described lines of communication, for innovative
ideas to emerge. The lengthy process stifles new ideas and suggestions for
improvements.

4.3

Current automation efforts

How can this process be improved? How are existing computerization efforts
used to overcome the inefficiencies outlined above? Recent developments in
commercial CAD programs aim at eliminating the use of paper documents in design,
and moving towards the goal of an often heralded "paperless" design. According to
this promise, design documents will be produced digitally and sent to participants on
diskettes or through modem. The benefits of such a paperless design are clear: the
transfer of data will be accelerated, and the costs of multiplying drawings will be
almost eliminated. However, as we have posited above, it is unlikely that, without
changing the existing process, the mere substitution of paper drawings with CAD
drawings, will significantly improve the existing window design process and eliminate the inefficiencies outlined above. This is particular true for window design.
Consider the shopdrawing process one more time. In a sample implementation of
a paperless design process we have been involved in, we found that there was almost
no time savings achieved by exchanging the submittals digitally as compared to the
traditional paper-based shopdrawing process. Although the transfer of files through
the modem was faster than photo-copying them and using overnight delivery
systems (the typical traditional practice), the total duration of the shopdrawing
process didn't decrease. The reason was the following. The real bottleneck in the
shopdrawing process was not the time it took to transmit the documents, but the
actual time it took for a participant to effectively act on a drawing. Current standards
of practice give the professional up to 28 days to review a shopdrawing, and, since
there are no incentives for the reviewer to expedite the process, the shopdrawings,
whether digital or on paper, almost always end up in the in-basket of the participant,
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and remain there, inactive, until the time is due (or a reminder is received). Thus, the
savings of one day obtained by sending the files electronically are insignificant
compared to the 27 days still needed for the participant to process the documents
sent in a rush.
This example points once again to the futility of automating an existing process,
when the process design itself is inappropriate. It shows that there is a necessity for a
deeper understanding of the dependencies between existing processes performed by
the different organizations, and to fundamentally reengineer them.

4.4

Process Redesign

Let us thus apply the approach put forward above to accomplish this end. We
will perform the following three steps: (i) analyze the deep structure of the design a
window process, (ii) map its core activities and the dependencies, and (iii) replace
the existing coordination processes with alternative ones that use IOS.

Figure 8. The generalization of the observed process into three coordination process: one
possible surface structure of designing a window

4.4.1

Deep structure analysis

What is the deep structure of the window design process? At the very basic
level, it is the transformation of an idea (an abstract concept of a window) into a real
artifact (the built and installed window). Or differently stated, it is the process of
managing the flow dependency between the concept design process and the
fabrication process. This flow dependency, however, is not a simple one. Because
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multiple autonomous design organizations are involved, it is necessary to
decompose the flow dependency into two separate dependencies. (1) a share/flow
dependency between select participants/sell service, in which the distributed
knowledge required for the process is found and activated, and (2) a fit/flow
dependency between develop/approve design, in which the distributed knowledge is
leveraged and coordinated.
4.4.2

Existing coordination processes

These share/flow and fit/flow dependencies are currently managed by the three
coordination processes: a specification process, a b i d d i n g process, and a
shopdrawing process.
The first process is the specification process which manages the select/sell
product dependency. Generally, the designer browses through catalogs, talks to
manufacturer's representatives, gets feedback from the client, and specifies the
window. Since designers lack the expertise to know exactly what exists and what is
possible, advice from window manufacturers and window contractors is solicited at
this stage. Manufacturers and contractors provide free information, with the hope of
being awarded a contract later in the process. However, they are also aware that the
design will ultimately go to a competitive bid, and that the designer will not have the
decision right to select them. Accordingly, their unpaid involvement at this stage has
its limits.
In the second coordination process, the bidding process, the design and
specifications are sent for bid. The bidding process manages the select/sell services
dependency. Generally, in this process, a window design and specification is bid by
several general contractors. In order to bid, the general contractor solicits price
quotations from subcontractors, who in turn get their prices from manufacturers. The
bidding process is complicated by the fact that subcontractors don't like to publicize
their bids and wait until the last minute to place them. Further, subcontractors often
submit bids to multiple contractors bidding on the same project, which allows them
to vary their quotes for strategic reasons. Manufacturers, usually fewer in number
than subcontractors, provide quotes and availability information to subcontractors.
Finally, the third coordination process is the shopdrawing process in which
manufacturers and contractors prepare details of the windows, make suggestions and
send these with samples and other submittals, through the general contractor to the
designer, back and forth, until all participants have approved the shopdrawings. This
usually takes several iterations, because of omissions and errors, ambiguities which
need to be clarified, or because the details of the manufacturer do not correspond to
the designer's design intentions.
4.4.3

Substitution

Let us now apply alternative coordination mechanisms to redesign this process.
Figure 10. shows how the specification, the bidding and the shopdrawing process
can be replaced by two coordination mechanisms that use Internet-based
interorganizational systems. In this illustration, we have plugged in an electronic
m a r k e t p l a c e , and a concurrent design platform for replacing the existing
coordination processes.
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The electronic marketplace manages the share/flow dependency facilitating the
finding of the right specialists and products in the window design market [Huang
and Pollalis 1997]. The concurrent design platform manages the fit/flow
dependency, enabling participating designers, engineers, contractors and
manufacturers to develop and refine concurrently the details of the window.

Figure 9. The juxtaposition of the deep structure of 'design a window", the existing surface
structure, and an alternative surface structure that uses Internet-based coordination
mechanisms

4.5

Alternative coordination mechanisms

The new process offers the following coordination advantages of InterOrganizational Systems, as described in [Huang 1997].
4.5.1

Electronic marketplaces

Electronic Marketplaces reach a wider range of potential candidates, reduce
search costs, and enhance comparability in the selection of the appropriate supplier.
They augment the likelihood that the right window will be found, and an appropriate
fabricator selected, whose capabilities are aligned with the designer's intentions
[Bakos 1992]. The contract for design services awarded to the window manufacturer
and installer extends the design team to include downstream participants. The
architect assigns design responsibilities for detail design to the manufacturer, just as
he traditionally assigned responsibilities to the engineers, and to the technical
consultants. Active involvement in the design process is beneficial for the
manufacturer in many ways. First it gives him an opportunity to earn a good
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reputation, which, in a transparent marketplace enhances his chances to win the
contract. Second, active involvement and interaction with upstream participants
brings him closer to the market, and provides him with valuable information about
emerging customers' needs, and ideas for new product development. With the
existing trend towards mass-customization and tailored products, the manufacturer's
involvement in design will become essential for his survival.
4.5.2

Concurrent Design Platforms

The use of the concurrent design platform transforms a previously sequential
process into a parallel, interactive process. Participating organizations are collocated
in a virtual shared space, and are provided with tools for design interaction. The
discussion database attached to the three-dimensional model enables the participants
to have conversations around particular issues that need design attention. The
accountability of each participant's action in a transparent environment anticipates
positive competition and true cooperation.

5.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a coordination model of the design process and have shown
in one particular example how it can enable us to redesign existing coordination
processes in distributed inter-domain design settings.
The research was based on the assumption that with the growing fragmentation
and specialization of the building industry, design has increasingly become a
complicated organizational process, in which specialized knowledge is leveraged
from multiple autonomous organizations. Accordingly, design performance depends
upon how this distributed knowledge is coordinated and collocated with the
decision-making processes of the designer. In other words, a design organization is
more likely to produce a good design, if the available knowledge is well leveraged
into the design decision making process: more knowledgeable design decisions lead
to better built environments.
New information systems promise to improve the coordination of knowledge
and decision rights in design organizations. The success stories from other related
industries provide clear evidence. Current applications of computers in building
design, however, instead of bringing the distributed design organizations together,
have so far further aggravated the existing fragmentation by focusing on the
mechanization of existing intra-organizational processes and creating islands of
automation.
Therefore, in order to challenge and redesign existing ways of design
coordination, and improve the collocation of knowledge and decision rights, we
need to shift our focus from an organizational view to an inter-organizational
perspective, and make explicit the deep structure of the dependencies among the
activities of the various participating organizations.
This is what we have tried to do. With the explicit mapping of how autonomous
design organizations act together, we have put forward a shareable basis for
systematically inventing new design processes, and for developing appropriate
enabling interorganizational information systems.
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